
Why Profit First?

We believe it's not about how much you earn; it’s about how much you keep.

Your Profit First Assessment

Is your business a cash eating monster? Depleting you of your cash flow and stopping you from truly

scaling your business? Are you worried about the tax man every year and how much you will owe? 

Do you skip your own payroll to invest back into your business?

The Profit First Assessment will answer these questions and give a blueprint to starting your Profit First

Journey. 

Using the outline below we will walk you through the process of identifying where your money has gone

and how to establish a plan to take back your profit like never before. 

Mike Michalowicz the author of Profit First brings this proven method to stop the cash-eating monster

that has been running rapid in your business for too long and it all begins with taking your Profit First! 

OUR GOAL

We are looking to determine the financial health of your business using the Profit First method.

This evaluation will show us where the business stands in regards to our Profit First Target

Allocation Percentages.

Please print the following financial statements

on Cash Basis from the last 12 months:

• Profit & Loss Statement

• Balance Sheet

• Statement of Cash Flows

(this is an accrual basis statement, and that’s okay!)

You will also need:

• Highlighter (or 2!)

• Calculator

WHAT DO YOU NEED?

https://www.amazon.com/Profit-First-Transform-Cash-Eating-Money-Making/dp/073521414X/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&linkCode=ll1&tag=obsidian-20&linkId=3c957f94f6b12c87c73b1bd06e30e868


INCOME:

This is the total revenue into your business and is found on the P&L.

Total Income $ 

Let’s cover the purpose of each account and where you can find the information

REAL REVENUE

This is the money the business has to operate. Real Revenue is the MVP of the entire assessment.

To calculate Real Revenue (RR) subtract your Materials & Subcontractors from your Income.

INCOME - MATERIALS & SUBCONTRACTORS = REAL REVENUE

Income: $

MATERIALS AND SUBCONTRACTORS

These are physical, tangible goods used to produce a product or service, as well as outsourced

expertise to produce it. This amount can be found in Cost of Sales (or Cost of Goods Sold) on the

P&L. Note: If this number is less than 25% of your Income, we will consider it Operating Expenses.

Materials $ Subcontractors $ 

Total Mats & Subs: $ 

Real Revenue: $ 

Mats & Subs $ 

BOX 1

BOX 2

BOX 3

How Can You Prepare?



OWNER’S COMP

This account is designed to support the lifestyle of the owner. We will add up all salaries, draws, and

personal transactions run through the business. Salaries and wages can be found on your Profit & Loss

Statement (or W2). You can also find personal transactions run through the business on the P&L. Draws

and Distributions are located on the Balance Sheet in the Equity section. See page 4 for Owner’s Comp Calculation.

Salary (W2): $  

PROFIT

Money set aside for a rainy day. Should you have an account open for your profit, this number can

be found under the assets section on the Balance Sheet. Profit distributions can be found in the

Equity section of the Balance Sheet. Be careful here - any distributions that contribute to your

personal lifestyle are included in

Owner’s Comp, not Profit.

Profit Savings: $ 

TAX

The Tax account is designed to set aside money for the business owner’s personal income taxes, as

well as the taxes due on the business’s profit. Should you have an account open to prepare for your

tax responsibility, this number can be found under the asset section on the Balance Sheet. We will

also include any taxes paid with the resources we are evaluating. This can be found on the Profit &

Loss Statement under Expenses or on the Balance Sheet as part of Draws and Distributions.

Tax Saving: $

Profit Distributions: $

Total Profit: $ 

Draws: $ 

Personal Transactions: $

Total Owner’s Comp: $

Total Taxes: $

Taxes Paid: $

BOX 4

BOX 5

BOX 6



OPERATING EXPENSES

Think of Operating Expenses as the regular responsibilities of the business. We can find many of the

regular cash responsibilities on the Profit & Loss Statement in the Expenses section. There are a couple

of other regular cash responsibilities we do not want to forget about:

1. Cost of Goods Sold – Remember the Cost Of Goods Sold section on the P&L? We will include

in Operating Expenses any line items that were not included in the Materials & Subcontractors

portion of the assessment

2. Liabilities – The money we need on a regular basis to pay our debt is important. Using the Balance

Sheet, calculate your minimum debt payments, as well as additional amounts you have paid

back on these debts in the time frame we are evaluating. The Statement of Cash Flows can help

determine exactly what has been paid on a monthly basis for loans, credit cards, and leases.

3. Don’t Double Account! We do not want to double account for anything as this will throw off

the assessment. Should there have been any line items from the Expenses section already used

in calculating any previous accounts (Owner’s Comp, Tax, etc.), we want to be sure to subtract

those out.

4. Exclude Depreciation and Amortization – These line items represent non-cash expenses and are

excluded from the Profit Assessment.

OPERATING EXPENSES = (TOTAL EXPENSES + COGS (not already used in Mats&Subs) +

DEBT RESPONSIBILITY) - ANY EXPENSES ALREADY CONSIDERED IN ACCOUNTS PRIOR

Expenses: $ 

+ Cost of Goods Sold *not accounted for*: $ 

+ Debt responsibility: $ 

- Previously considered expenses: $

- Depreciation and Amortization expenses: $ 

Total Operating Expenses: $

BOX 7



From Box 3 identify your total revenue for the last 12 months

Pick the column that corresponds to your Real Revenue in Figure 1.

Complete the Actual column in Figure 2 with your actual numbers for the

last 12 months.

Using the percentages identified in Step 2, fill out the PF% in Figure 2.

Multiply the Real Revenue number in the Actual column with each PF% and

enter the resultant number in the corresponding PF$ row.

For each row, subtract the PF$ number from the Actual number and put the

result in the corresponding row in The Bleed column. Note: You may get

negative numbers.

For the Fix column put the word “Increase” if the corresponding. The Bleed

row is a negative number and the word “Decrease” if it is a positive

number.

STEP 1 

STEP 2 

STEP 3 

STEP 4

STEP 5

 

STEP 6

 

STEP 7

THE INSTANT ASSESSMENT



The completed Instant Assessment tells you what you need to do with your allocation of money

(either Increase or Decrease) and by how much (specified in The Bleed column) for each account.

*Real Revenue – Real Revenue is the income generated by your company after subtracting the cost of

materials and subcontractors. This is similar to Gross Profit, but does not include your employee labor. The

total income of a service business is typically its Real Revenue. The total income for a retailer,

manufacturer or agency (with many subcontractors) typically need to adjust the total income to Real

Revenue.

THE RESULT

A B C D E F

CAPS TAPS PF$ The Bleed The FixActual

Figure 2



Congratulations, you have just identified your Current Allocation Percentages! You

have taken the first step to profitability in your business. Using the results from the

assessment you are now ready to Roll Out your Profit Plan! The Profit First method only

works when we start with small plates! Start with small adjustments and over time work

to achieve your Target Allocations Percentages.

Want to know more about how to implement Profit First in your business? I encourage

you to read Profit First as a starting foundation to true profitability in your business.

Not sure where to start, we work with business owners every day teaching them how to

roll out a profitable plan that will bring peace and profit back into their business’. 

Are you ready?

https://www.amazon.com/Profit-First-Transform-Cash-Eating-Money-Making/dp/073521414X/ref=as_li_ss_tl?ie=UTF8&linkCode=ll1&tag=obsidian-20&linkId=3c957f94f6b12c87c73b1bd06e30e868
https://jmdbusinesssolutions.com/apply/
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